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WHAT’S NEW

PATCHWORK

WOVEN WONDERS

Catering to the trade, the Norwalk studio of Lance Woven
Leather specializes in custom leather applications for
floors, walls, furniture and pillows. The bench is topped
in a harlequin pattern of handwoven calfskin framed in
natural walnut. Price upon request, lancewovens.com.

The geometric patterns
of Frances Palmer’s
tiles are inspired by the
art of Sol LeWitt and
Agnes Martin. Each
white earthenware
piece is hand cut,
then imprinted
using a variety of
tools, rendering
each tile unique.
Price upon request,
francespalmer
pottery.com.

MAP QUEST

Restoring the art of
cartography, Pangea
maps chart the ocean
floor and the beauty
below the water’s surface.
The handcrafted, 3-D
contours are constructed
from layers of Baltic birch
plywood. Shown here, a
custom design of the New
Haven seaboard. $390,
pangeamaps.com.

LUXE LEATHER

NAUTICALLY
INSPIRED

Simon Pearce glassblowers
use centuries-old
techniques to create the
globe-and-stem silhouette
of the Hartland hurricane,
inspired by buoys floating
in the water near Pearce’s
home. Starting at $145,
simonpearce.com.

TACTILE TEXTILES

Rosemary Hallgarten’s line
of rugs, fabrics and home
accessories is all about
texture. From alpaca to
shearling to sisal, silk, jute
and wool, every piece begs
to be touched. Artisans
from around the world
create her designs utilizing
ancient crafting techniques.
rosemaryhallgarten.com.
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Washington, CTbased Grey New York
Grey New England will
premiere its collection
of luxury leather goods
at Privet House in
New Preston. The
New England tote
is hand-finished by
Italian artisans. $490,
privethouse.com,
greynewyorkgrey
newengland.com.

INTO THE WOODS

Employing traditional joinery techniques, using
locally sourced and certified hardwoods,
Dylan Bartlett planes and scrapes each
furniture piece by hand in his Weston
studio. His design inspiration stems from
ancient Japanese construction, Danish
modern designs and Moroccan
architecture. $5,000, available at
Axel Interiors, axelinteriors.com,
woodbydylan.com.

